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Introduction

Today’s turbulent environment of economic upheaval, complex social challenges and changing demographics requires human services leaders to not only help individuals in crisis, but also guide families and communities to a self-sufficient and sustainable future.

Meeting these demands requires human services organizations to improve their capacity to deliver an efficient and effective array of services over time – yielding outcomes that are valued by multiple stakeholders. Yet what does “capacity” and “outcomes” mean in human services?

At an organizational level it’s about delivering outcomes that individuals, communities and society at large value. At an individual level it means providing solutions that empower people to reach their fullest potential in an independent and sustainable way.

Across the nation, forward-thinking leaders are building capacity through outcome-oriented and family-centric approaches:

• Hampton VA. officials are coordinating and aligning more than 30 programs to focus on strengthening and preserving families, finding earlier and more cost-effective treatments for children and families with physical, mental and emotional issues and improving community wellfiling.
• Jefferson County CO. executives have created community-wide outcomes that drive broad-based community engagement, collaboration and buy-in to provide a holistic, citizen-centric service delivery model to specific groups.
• State of Kansas officials are building a client-centered eligibility system that provides seamless healthcare eligibility assessment and coverage and delivery of other human services in new streamlined, client-focused ways, while measuring and achieving outcomes holistically.
• North Carolina leaders are deploying the Families Accessing Services through Technology (FAST) program which will integrate and align the way the state and the 100 county departments serve constituents while improving operations and outcomes.
• State of Washington executives are working across organizations, partners and systems to not only create better solutions for “at risk” persons or families who have complex needs, but also measure overall population impact while ensuring that resources are being allocated efficiently in both the short and long term.

Progress is being made. Yet designing and implementing an outcomes-focused business model takes a deft hand; leaders have to guide their stakeholders through the adoption of new business models, new forms of cross-boundary governance, new organizational structures, new cultural assimilation, new enabling technologies and methods of delivering services and most importantly, new ways of measuring outcomes.

To help human services leaders address these challenges, Leadership for a Networked World and Accenture, in collaboration with the American Public Human Services Association (APHSA) convened senior human services policy makers, Harvard University faculty, fellows and researchers, and select industry and non-profit executives for the 2011 Human Services Summit on the campus of Harvard University in Cambridge, Mass.

This report, Human Services: The Pursuit of Outcomes, couples insights from the Summit and synthesizes the best practices and ideas of leaders who presented.

As you’ll learn from the Summit experiences, progress is feasible, but requires sound vision, strategy and leadership to create the environment needed for success.
“There are risks and costs to a program of action. But they are far less than the long-range risks and costs of comfortable inaction.”

— President John F. Kennedy
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As human services leaders look for methods to increase their capacity to deliver, they find that traditional answers are not feasible in today’s environment. Cutting programs is usually counterproductive; raising taxes, borrowing money and implementing new rules requires legislative wrangling; the tactical fixes espoused over the past decade have reached their limits.

Further driving this imperative for new capacity is the colliding trends of constituent demands and demographics with long-term economic indicators. Constituents of all ages are demanding more from human services programs. Older citizens, for example, are consuming human services at an increasing rate and the swelling number of retirees will impact not only government’s employee base but also the level and scope of services needed. Younger constituents are forcing major changes upon human services by expecting service levels comparable to consumer-focused private companies, and with features such as personalized and convenient access and 24/7 customer service. Everyone is demanding higher levels of human services transparency, cost reduction and accountability.

What human services leaders need now are the strategies and tools to transform the entire human services system – programs, agencies, jurisdictions and sectors. To get there, leaders must take incremental steps by adopting organizational innovations that improve collaboration and streamline work flow and by harnessing advances in information and communication technologies that increase data sharing and overall efficiency. The resulting transformation will bring the increased capacity necessary to move toward a more citizen-centered, family first, efficient and outcome-focused human services delivery system in three fundamental ways:

• First, an organization will become more efficient at delivering outcomes – i.e., it can produce more of the desired outcomes with a level or reduced amount of resources.
• Second, an organization will become more effective at attaining outcomes – i.e., it can measurably improve its ability to reach goals.
• Third, and most important, an organization will develop entirely new competencies – i.e., it can respond in new ways to create and deliver previously unattainable outcomes.

At the Human Services Summit, participants charted their transformation journey along a framework referred to as the Human Services Value Curve. In traversing the curve, the enabling business models support new horizons of outcomes. The levels are described in brief as:

Setting the Stage:
The Human Services Value Curve
The Human Services Value Curve is not a one-size-fits-all solution, but rather a guide to help leaders envision a path for their organization. In addition, the levels of the Human Services Value Curve are fluid, meaning that you may see your organization at various levels depending on the program. In traversing the curve, a growing “outcomes-orientation” drives innovations in the organizational model (the way work is organized) and innovations in the technological model (the way work is improved through information technology). The resulting increase in capacity enables the human services organization to mature and deliver broader and more valuable outcomes.

Let’s take a look at how the Human Services Value Curve can help leaders grow their organization’s capacity to deliver, how progressive leaders are moving forward and what you can do to propel your human services organization into the future.

• **Generative Business Model:** The focus is on generating healthy communities by co-creating solutions for multi-dimensional family and socioeconomic challenges and opportunities.

• **Integrative Business Model:** The focus is on addressing and solving the root causes of client needs and challenges by seamlessly coordinating and integrating services.

• **Collaborative Business Model:** The focus is on ensuring the optimum mix of services for constituents by working across agency and programmatic boundaries.

• **Regulative Business Model:** The focus is on delivering services to constituents for which they are eligible while complying with categorical policy and program regulations.

“This is one heck of a time, but it has also created an exciting time for us to have a sense of urgency about a very different type of leadership and a very different type of organizational framework.”

Susan Dreyfus,
Former Secretary, Washington Department of Social and Health Services
Regulative

This level serves as a baseline— all human services organizations start here and must meet this level in order to comply with program requirements. With this basic business model, programs and processes are developed and managed categorically and are usually aligned with discrete funding streams. Information technology and support tools are designed to support program-specific management, funding, eligibility, case management and client interactions. In practice, operating at this level enables an organization to react to crisis and respond to acute problems, which are valuable traits. Yet too much emphasis on regulative competencies will diminish the organization’s ability to meet greater and more comprehensive service demands. When making the first moves beyond a Regulative business model, one should look to the mission of the organization and the outcomes desired from programs. Then, take a portfolio view by scanning programs to assess where collaborative connections can be made.
Leaders in the city of Hampton, Virginia offer important lessons for how to use the Human Services Value Curve framework and translate it into action. Wanda Rogers and Denise Gallop of the Department of Human Services have created outcome goals and measures that set core values across programs and organizations, focus on strengthening and preserving families, find earlier and more cost-effective treatments for children and families with physical, mental, and emotional issues and improve community wellbeing. Organizationaly, they coordinate and align more than 30 programs to focus on family first priorities.

“There were 14,000 cases identified in each of the state agencies. That only represented 5,000 kids. Everybody had an open record,” Denise explains. “Sixteen different federal and state programs were funding the same type of treatment with each funding stream having a different local match... And our state costs were increasing by an average of 20 percent per year, we were not really talking.”

With leadership from the Governor, the state passed the Comprehensive Services Act (CSA). The CSA shifted focus from agency silos to family focused, community-based outcomes, i.e., to the CSA, individuals and families who came in contact with Human Services agencies were managed according to the specific mandate of each agency. So as someone spoke up about an issue outside the purview of that individual agency, they were passed on to another silo and set of services.

In Hampton, the CSA inspired a new approach for human services called “Child-Centered, Family-Focused, Community-Based Work.” “We were able to create new services for unmet needs, services that never existed before,” Denise says. Through the CSA, the Department of Human Services undertook a comprehensive community review, identifying real needs and crafting tailor-made response plans. “We decided that we really did want to be a community of change. We decided to be very deliberate about what was going on,” Denise explains.

Community officials like Denise were supported from the top-down by leaders who created a culture of collaboration and mutual accountability. These culture shifts prohibited officials from leaning on old solutions such as residential treatment, pushing them instead to look for solutions in the broader community. Hampton officials also created what they call a CSA Academy to ensure that everyone involved in the Department of Human Services is fully trained in a systems of care approach to working with children and families. Not only has the program created collaboration within Human Services offices, but a local judge heard of the program and mandated that both judges and school officials go through it as well.

So far, the program serves as an object lesson in the move from a reactive to outcome-based model. In Hampton, no child has been placed in a residential treatment facility since 2007. No children have been placed in group homes since September 2008. They’ve experienced an 85 percent reduction in foster care numbers, dropping the overall foster care population from nearly 300 to 40. Finally, 99 percent of the funding provided by legislation to work with children and families in Hampton goes toward community-based interventions.

Both Denise and Wanda credit collaborating with families as the key driver for finding outcomes that work. “Families are experts about their families. We really, really believe that. And when you give them that power and you engage them in that way, they become the case planners for their own cases,” Wanda says.

News of Hampton’s success has inspired other communities. In Jefferson County, CO, Lynn Johnson of the Department of Human Services drew upon the Hampton model to create community-wide outcomes that drive broad-based community engagement and collaboration and buy-in to provide a holistic, citizen-centric service delivery model to specific groups. To enable this, the structure, practices and policies of separate programs were aligned to permit coordination of services for “multi-need” consumers, to maximize full utilization of existing funding streams and create opportunities for new and flexible funding sources.

Jefferson County is a socioeconomically mixed suburb just west of Denver. Serving a population of approximately half a million that is both urban and rural, Jefferson County human services officials are trying to address a complex set of needs through a narrow set of silos, leading to more negative outcomes than positive ones. “We had a terrible family... and on the front page of the paper,” Lynn recalls. “The headline said that Jefferson County was the worst deliverer of food assistance.” Confronted with that reality, Lynn started working toward change from the ground up.

“The good news was we could only go up from there,” Lynn says. But, in order to improve, the culture had to shift significantly and the staff had to buy into that change—“I cannot just say to the staff all of a sudden we’re going to a culture of yes and we’re going to serve the people and you’re going to stop doing your silos. It doesn’t work that way,” Lynn says. Instead, Lynn started looking deeply at what each person was doing and enacting service agreements to incentivize performance over compliance. “We decided that we didn’t want to be on the front page of the paper anymore,” explains Lynn.

Lynn created a five-year plan focused on outcomes. She worked to find experts in individual areas and create collaborative teams with aligned interests in order to deliver on those outcomes most effectively. Lynn also started looking at how many families were getting multiple services without any collaboration between service providers. She launched the inquiry with Head Start, which had enrolled 400 families at 100 percent of poverty. She asked human services staff how many of these families were receiving multiple services. After learning that the office had no single way to pull this information, she asked that it be pulled manually. “Most of the families in Head Start were in all of our services. So we integrated, I changed up my org chart. We’re now a circle and there is no bottom.”

This initial shift led to the creation of a new school for the children in Head Start that will track them from early childhood through to their diploma. Lynn and her staff created the school when they realized that little data exists on how to help children in poverty in a subscale. The program is in the early stages, and without much data, but Lynn has partnered with two local universities to help evaluate the project over time. She hopes that it will lead to a deeper understanding of the factors that impact low-income families as their children move through school.

Additional programs unique to Jefferson County are also coming online to support these families including a dedicated court practice team. Officials are encouraged to try out new ideas and modes of collaboration even if they fail. “We fail really good and we’re allowed to,” Lynn says. “We do everything without permission. We just move forward and we just do it because it works.”

Denise Gallop
Deputy Director
Hampton Department of Human Services, Hampton, VA

Wanda Rogers
Director, Hampton Department of Human Services, Hampton, VA

Key Steps in Moving up the Human Services Value Curve:

- **OUTCOME ORIENTATION**: Define and extend outcome goals that cut across programs. Support this new outcome orientation by agreeing to a common taxonomy of problems and services and implementing measures for internal processes as well as client-facing impact.

- **ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATION**: Start reforming managerial and operating processes in order to shift the organization’s employees to capacity-oriented work. The process restructuring should focus on enabling employees to orient their work around assessing and managing the impact of cross-program service delivery.

- **TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION**: Collaborate on program technology and tools and develop a basic plan to share more infrastructure across programs and if possible, across organizational lines. Good places to start are on routine technologies such as document imaging, digitizing and storage, allowing employees across programs to access and update client files and enabling clients to submit basic applications for services online.
As a human services organization progresses to a “Collaborative Business Model,” the focus expands beyond program “silos” and categorical management to support constituents in receiving the optimum mix of services which address their near-term and mid-term needs. In action, the human services organizations and partners collaborate on some policy and programs and may have some common information and referral, intake, eligibility, and team-based case planning. The technologies and tools adopted facilitate limited cross-organization information sharing and decision making.
A prime example of the Collaborative Business Model is Kansas, where state leaders are taking advantage of an unprecedented opportunity to re-think how health and human services are delivered. Given tight budget constraints and significant reductions in personnel, Kansas, like many other states, needs to make government services work more efficiently and effectively while reducing the burden on clients to provide verification and meet program requirements. Changes in health care law necessitate that systems lie in place to be able to meet the needs of Kansans wherever they are, whether they are low-income individuals in need of multiple services, higher income individuals in need of health care coverage only, or somewhere in between. Kansas leaders envision a client-centered architecture and eligibility system that provides for seamless healthcare coverage and delivery of other human services in new streamlined, client-focused ways, measuring and achieving outcomes holistically.

“We are in an industry where as demand goes up, resources go down,” explains Darin Bodenhamer, director of Kansas Medicaid/CHIP Eligibility. “We need something that we can leverage to help us meet the demand.” Darin and his colleagues in human services were working with manual, antiquated processes, paper-based workflows, and business rules that people have to learn over time without a centralized knowledge base. “We rely on every single person we bring in to learn all these rules to a large extent and be able to manipulate the system to apply those rules correctly and consistently across all of these many different programs,” he says. Yet after vetting individual staffers with so much knowledge, state cuts scaled back the workforce significantly—25 percent in the last three years. These factors led to frustrated, confused staffers and diminished service delivery to the client.

“It’s getting where we can’t even meet the regenerative processes of just getting people’s benefits that they are eligible for,” Darin says. To work their way out of this, Darin and his colleagues recently tapped leadership in the Governor’s office to take advantage of new health and human services funding programs to craft a system that will start allowing Kansas to meet its current and future needs. “We wanted to be able to integrate across the value chain horizontally and not just stop at eligibility and integrating programs, but really look at integrating the entire delivery system so that we can actually measure the outcomes,” he adds. “We want to be able to integrate across the value chain horizontally and not just stop at eligibility and integrating programs, but really look at integrating the entire delivery system so that we can actually measure the outcomes,” he says.

Darin’s team began crafting the Kansas Eligibility Enforcement System with an eye toward facilitating collaboration in a way that still allows agencies to retain their identity, while coming together on areas where they overlap or can align interests. They’re achieving this through a service-oriented architecture that allows for shared resources and databases and provides a way to link up relevant information between different offices. “We have a very fragmented system. We wanted to focus on the outcome—did the person get the service that they needed for their desired outcome?,” Darin explains. “The program is designed to be flexible, with a rules engine and data management components that codify existing rules and allow them to be revised or amended as needed. The system will also define common information for the client so that they only have to enter their information one time even if they are applying for multiple services. This saves time for the client and caseworkers spread across offices.

Fairly on in this process, Kansas officials discussed providing their integrated, service-oriented architecture to other states. “If we’re going to pay for this stuff, let’s not pay for it again and again and again,” Darin says. “Let’s leverage what we have. Any artifacts that we produce with regard to our architecture we will gladly share.” A key part of Kansas’ plan is the ability to transfer their eligibility system to another state at no charge. “We have also talked about the possibility of hosting this for other states as software as a Service. I think it could produce with regard to our architecture we will gladly share.” A key part of Kansas’ plan is the ability to transfer their eligibility system to another state at no charge. “We have also talked about the possibility of hosting this for other states as software as a Service. I think it could produce with regard to our architecture we will gladly share.” A key part of Kansas’ plan is the ability to transfer their eligibility system to another state at no charge.

Darin’s team began crafting the Kansas Eligibility Enforcement System with an eye toward facilitating collaboration in a way that still allows agencies to retain their identity, while coming together on areas where they overlap or can align interests. They’re achieving this through a service-oriented architecture that allows for shared resources and databases and provides a way to link up relevant information between different offices. “We have a very fragmented system. We wanted to focus on the outcome—did the person get the service that they needed for their desired outcome?,” Darin explains. “The program is designed to be flexible, with a rules engine and data management components that codify existing rules and allow them to be revised or amended as needed. The system will also define common information for the client so that they only have to enter their information one time even if they are applying for multiple services. This saves time for the client and caseworkers spread across offices.

Fairly on in this process, Kansas officials discussed providing their integrated, service-oriented architecture to other states. “If we’re going to pay for this stuff, let’s not pay for it again and again and again,” Darin says. “Let’s leverage what we have. Any artifacts that we produce with regard to our architecture we will gladly share.” A key part of Kansas’ plan is the ability to transfer their eligibility system to another state at no charge. “We have also talked about the possibility of hosting this for other states as software as a Service. I think it could produce with regard to our architecture we will gladly share.” A key part of Kansas’ plan is the ability to transfer their eligibility system to another state at no charge. “We have also talked about the possibility of hosting this for other states as software as a Service. I think it could produce with regard to our architecture we will gladly share.” A key part of Kansas’ plan is the ability to transfer their eligibility system to another state at no charge. “We have also talked about the possibility of hosting this for other states as software as a Service. I think it could produce with regard to our architecture we will gladly share.”

Darin explains that by moving to a collaborative model, the state can reap the benefits of quicker implementation, quicker procurement, shared costs, increased standardization and reusability across both local agencies and other states. Ultimately, this gives everyone involved more purchasing and negotiating power while providing more uniform services to clients.

Beyond shared IT, Darin and his colleagues are looking at ways to foster resource sharing. In Kansas, agencies are working together to identify ways that they can share resources to help maximize efficiency—a process that has been at times difficult, as offices work to understand mutual goals and worries with giving up certain levels of ownership and control. Change management is a key component as leaders work to manage the uncertainty and adaptive challenges alike.

So far, the human services transformation has had support from key political and executive stakeholders despite strong political headwinds. Darin explains that it’s taken buy-in from top-level leadership in order to look past short-term political issues and realize that the state needs to be able to provide these services regardless of what happens in the next election. “It’s been a surprise to me, because you think it’s a piece of technology—what’s the big deal—except that it represents a fundamental change in the way we do business,” he says.

Key Steps in Moving up the Human Services Value Curve:

- **Outcome Orientation**: Develop policy and program strategies across programs and drive the collection and analysis of metrics and metrics deeper within organizations and across programs. A key method is to find the intersections of new value, i.e., where agencies and programs can collaborate in order to improve outcomes and create outcomes goals that include multiple programs and organizations.

- **Organizational Innovation**: Find ways, both procedurally and technically, to share eligibility, service delivery and case information across programs and organizations. A key goal is to allow and enable caseworkers across programs and organizations to collaborate on solutions and help clients move to self-sufficiency faster.

- **Technological Innovation**: Utilize technology and tools that enable decision making across organizations. In preparation for a full integration project, make smaller strides by adopting technologies such as digital records, enterprise content management and document storage, client self-service modules and basic staff communication tools.
The 2011 American Public Human Services Association Commissioners’ Retreat: Shaping Pathways

The American Public Human Services Association held its annual commissioners’ retreat at Harvard on October 28, 2011, one day prior to the 2011 Human Services Summit. The retreat’s primary agenda was to finalize the shape and direction of Pathways, the APHSA’s new policy initiative. Pathways includes a number of policy publications but, more broadly, lays out the APHSA’s new directions in human services.

The commissioners’ discussion focused on the theme of the Human Services Summit: letter program outcomes. Building on last year’s retreat and summit as well as a long history of A PHSA’s new directions in human services.

The commissioners approved the first Pathways written product in mid-December, an open letter to presidential candidates. The letter identifies several key problems that keep state and local agencies are already seizing the initiative and finding fresh ways to serve people effectively – and even knocking down unnecessary government intervention and expensive remedial action.

One of the key elements of these new opportunities is that state and local agencies are already seizing the initiative and finding fresh ways to serve people effectively – and even knocking down barriers human services agencies have erected over the years. The commissioners also note that this Administration has set up initiatives to identify and support flexibility, administrative streamlining and cross-program linkages. We also see a convergence of stakeholders who agree it is time to come together and address the human services dilemma with common effort and engaged assistance as they seek workable solutions to the challenges facing the nation today. The commissioners’ ready pool of real-world expertise and experience, their bipartisan support, and other supports for self-reliance. Pathways is also premised on a number of key foundations that must be in place if we are to successfully carry out the action steps and achieve the desired outcomes. We have identified:

- Flexible financing – that allows federal support to go where it is most effective; taps resources from other sectors; and moves beyond outdated cost-allocation restrictions;
- Technology infrastructure – that supports integrated, enterprise solutions across programs, departments, and levels of government;
- A prepared workforce – that is deployed strategically, has the tools and technologies it needs, and partners effectively with the larger stakeholder community;
- Accountability – that is based on meaningful outcomes, continuous improvement, monitoring for results, cross-government cooperation, and full use of modern data analysis tools;
- Client engagement – using equitable and appropriate responses to each person’s and family’s situation, evidence-based strategies, and the knowledge that engaged communities and families can foster positive and lasting change.

The letter concludes with a detailed statement on accountability, noting both the high and exacting standards to which the human service field is held and the commissioners’ embrace of responsibility for work that matters – work that truly assists our clients to move forward in their lives and yields sustainable results.

The letter notes APHSA’s commitment to:

- Focus on meaningful outcomes and value sustainable, capacity-building success;
- Measure the investments made in our work against the standard of effective and lasting results;
- Establish a solutions-oriented framework that promotes shared responsibility and continuous improvement;
- Support the best possible business processes and information system solutions for data sharing, customer service, and payment accuracy; and
- Foster community engagement so families, neighborhoods, and communities participate in improving the social context and are committed to its sustained health.

The letter offers the candidates, and other national policymakers, APHSA’s engaged assistance as they seek workable solutions to the challenges facing the nation today. The commissioners’ ready pool of real-world expertise and experience, their bipartisan and innovative solutions and their positive vision will provide a powerful alternative to much of the social policy dialogue currently dominating the media. The overarching framework outlined in the letter sets the stage for more detailed background analysis and policy recommendations that will be published this year, which will also be available on APHSA’s web site.

In addition to their discussion of Pathways’ principles at the retreat, the commissioners also approved an important APHSA implementation initiative that supports an immediate priority for many states, integrating human services with the coming changes in health care systems. Whatever their political perspective, most states are actively planning health care exchanges and other changes in their health programs that will improve access, help contain costs or both. As these changes move forward on a rapid schedule, human service agencies want to assure that policy planning and new IT systems will allow interoperability and even integration with the major human service programs. This capability, which must be incorporated now for maximum effectiveness, is essential for APHSA’s vision of integration, efficiency and flexibility. APHSA has set up the National Workgroup of Integration (NWI), a stakeholders group comprising member agencies, industry representatives, and federal officials to explore these issues and publish useful guidance for states. More information about NWI is also posted on the APHSA web site.

We invite comments and questions; please contact Tracy Wareing at (202) 682-0100 ext. 231 or tracywareing@aphsa.org, or Larry Goolsby at (202) 682-0100 ext. 239 or larry.goolsby@aphsa.org.

Written and Submitted by the APHSA
With an “Integrative Business Model,” the focus broadens to complete integration of multiple programs and services in order to improve client service, increase participation and support data-driven policy and decision making. Strategically and operationally, the enterprise addresses family-centric outcomes through seamless, cross-boundary collaboration. Information technologies support enterprise-wide back-office processes, as well as front-office innovations such as individualized client services focused on self-sufficiency, improved health outcomes and social inclusion.
In North Carolina, Lanier Cansler, secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services, is moving forward with the Families Accessing Services through Technology (FAST) program, designed to integrate and align the way the NC Department of Health and Human Services and the 100 county departments collect, maintain and process information about applicants and recipients. The initiative represents the steps toward achieving the objectives that will result in improved operations and outcomes.

Historically, North Carolina, like many other states, has relied on silos at the expense of collaboration. The North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services is an umbrella organization comprising 12 major programmatic divisions providing specific services to clients. Over his tenure in human services, Lanier served in a variety of roles, but it wasn’t until becoming Secretary that he realized that the divisions rarely worked together and leaders often didn’t know who was serving in other offices. In order to break through those barriers, Lanier worked to create a culture where people in every division knew what was going on outside their own office and leveraged technology to improve performance.

“We began by doing an inventory of how many different services or activities we actually perform out of the Department of Health and Human Services in North Carolina,” Lanier explains. “We came up with 265 activities and services and then we looked at operating systems. We have 230 operating systems…. The only time they ever talked to each other was if something came up and they needed to share information somehow and created a unique bridge to do that.” In addition, each departmental division had its own website, creating a confusing maze of resources for officials and clients alike. This made policy decisions impossible.

As Secretary, Lanier created a list of action items that would move the department toward integrated service delivery with an outcome-based approach. This included working with both internal staff members and external partners to craft a performance-based plan. “We began putting performance measures in the contracts,” he says. “Within a couple years we had performance measures in all [2,000] contracts.” Lanier says. He also started changing programs so that activities and services focused on achieving outcomes rather than simply fulfilling a mandate. “If we had $1 million to put into teenage smoking cessation then the fact that we sent out a million brochures to all the high schools in the state wasn’t what I was interested in. I was interested reducing teenage smoking.”

Through that lens, Lanier started to integrate services and realign the budget of all the divisions toward a common goal related to strengthening families and improving child welfare. The shift moved the entire department from a divisional operation approach to a programmatic services orientation. The shift also became the basis for developing NC FAST, an IT support system that allowed Lanier to more carefully track spending, and realign the culture of the Department to holistic service delivery.

“We started to categorize our services and activities based upon service complexity, based upon where we spend money at the early stages, where we spend money at the other end of the spectrum where we have really complex cases. We wanted to move as much as we could to the front end,” Lanier says.

Through this reorganization, Lanier was able to start leveraging IT services for service infrastructure, automation and consolidation. NC FAST serves as a comprehensive case management system that will give families a one-stop portal for all of their services. NC FAST will save the state $300 million per year by ending duplicated efforts of both citizens and staff. Officials will also have consistent access to current and useful data about the individuals and families currently receiving services.

DHHS also created DHHS Open Windows, which consolidated the myriad division websites into a single, searchable environment, giving both citizens and officials the ability to see which services are available. “We want to be open and transparent and make it as easy as possible to identify services,” Lanier explains. “We focused on addressing the client as a whole person knowing that if all we did was solve this one little problem but the client stayed dependent on services overall, then we had failed. We wanted to be client focused. We wanted to be anticipatory.”

Funds have also been re-purposed into education, targeted prevention programs and programs to help people through small bumps in the road with the aim of keeping them from becoming dependent on services. Finally, Lanier looked at how to help people with more complex issues move out of the system and into self-sufficiency. From this process, Lanier and his colleagues created a service matrix that spans the entire Department to identify the areas where individuals will need services and how to help them both get services and move toward being independent. This led to a divisional reorganization where services and activities were realigned based on the matrix.

For Lanier, the key to making this new approach a success was involving all 100 local departments from day one. Lanier and his deputy secretaries hold meetings throughout the state each year and invite all local staff to come, ask questions and continue learning about the program and its effect. “They’ve been a part of every step that we’re making; understand what we’re doing, how we’re doing it, and why we’re doing it in order to get their buy-in and their help,” Lanier says.

Key Steps in Moving up the Human Services Value Curve:

- **Outcome Orientation:** Formulate a human services model that connects desired outcomes to overall community priorities and expand the focus to include cross-agency outcomes, metrics and real-time situational awareness.
- **Organizational Innovation:** Develop governance structures and business processes that focus on and support cross-agency outcome goals and implement a performance management system to drive change deeper into agencies and wider into programs.
- **Technological Innovation:** Implement an integrated, single-view system for case management across programs and organizations and enable coordinated agency processes through multiple access channels for clients and an enterprise-wide view for caseworkers. Serves for a system that provides client service information and pre-screening, application filing, client intake, needs assessment and referral, eligibility determination and benefit processing, case maintenance, reporting, performance monitoring and outcome tracking.
Leadership For A Networked World

At this level the focus of the human services organization expands to address multi-dimensional family problems, socioeconomic issues and opportunities required to generate long-term individual and community success. The foundation of a Generative human services system and its broad outcomes orientation is the deep and wide use of cross-boundary data and information. In action, the culture, managerial and operational processes and technology of the organization will likely be adaptive and modular, allowing multiple programs and institutions to build, share and deploy information and services on an ongoing and evolving basis. Additionally, social networks and advanced information analytics will help organizations synthesize information and trends across the ecosystem of organizations, jurisdictions and communities in order to become predictive in nature – enabling co-creation of policy and modification of programs in response to real-time conditions.

Generative

Efficiency in Achieving Outcomes

Regulative Business Model

Integrative Business Model

Collaborative Business Model

Generative Business Model

Effectiveness in Achieving Outcomes

Outcome Frontiers
The pursuit of outcomes

Susan N. Dreyfus
former Secretary, Washington State Department of Social and Health Services, Olympia, WA

Susan and her team are also adapting IT systems from offices with overlapping processes to provide more integrated service delivery. Noting the overlaps between child and adult protective services, human services professionals in Washington are working to adapt the child protective services IT system to adult protective services. Similar integrations are happening between Ageing and Disability Services and Child Welfare.

Beyond integration, Susan says, they are working to measure overall population impact to ensure that as an agency, time, energy and resources are being allocated efficiently in both the short and long term. “I really do believe that the mark of my tenure will not be really known for 5-10 years out and this is how we as leaders have got to be thinking about the work we do today. It’s not just a series of checkboxes saying we got this done, we got this done, we got this done, but what kind of organization have we left behind in terms of how it can continue to lead into the future.”

Key Steps in Moving up the Human Services Value Curve:

- **Outcome Orientation:** Establish a broad “system view” for outcomes that is cross-agency and cross-community and leverage this new posture to eliminate agency vertical silos and replace them with horizontal, cross-boundary services.
- **Organizational Innovation:** Synthesize information enterprise-wide to support predictive analysis and policy and program innovation. Establish methods to look at the current data stream your organization produces and identify the patterns in the community of people you serve. Assess if these information patterns inform new ways (perhaps as a pilot project) to structure programs, processes and rules so that outcome-oriented innovation becomes the norm.
- **Technological Innovation:** Extend the integrated-view system to all stakeholders and enable real-time transparency and tracking of outcome metrics – such as service loads, expenditures and other key public data points. Start utilizing social media and communication tools to co-create solutions with the community and integrate the feedback and communication you receive to see if there are opportunities for improving programs and services.
Summary

Every generation of leaders faces a critical challenge upon which they must act in time. For leaders of human services organizations, the foremost challenge now is meeting demands for increased capacity to deliver services, while grappling with economic turmoil and rapidly changing demographics. As human services leaders look for solutions, they’re finding that traditional answers are not feasible in today’s environment — what’s needed now is the ability to increase overall capacity and move toward a more citizen-centered, family first, efficient, and outcome-focused human services delivery system.

Proactive leaders are acting now by transforming their entire human services system. As these leaders move through the horizons of the “Human Services Value Curve” — from Regulative, to Collaborative, to Integrative and Generative — they’re realizing unprecedented gains in valued outcomes. Yet building an outcomes-focused human services enterprise doesn’t happen overnight — it requires a new mindset, new strategies and new technologies — and it requires stakeholders to make a concerted and sustained effort to envision and affect change.

As the case studies from the 2011 Human Services Summit in this paper show, the transformational journey necessitates large-scale innovation and change to both the organizational and technical models of an enterprise. In traversing the curve, leaders will have to guide their organizations and stakeholders to new models of governance, new organizational structures, new enabling technologies and new methods of delivering services. The resulting “adaptive challenge” requires stakeholders to address real and perceived change while also actively learning new competencies, capabilities and culture. Thus, progress calls for leaders to mobilize and pace people and communities through the change necessary to realize the gains.

The gains can be significant. Leaders in Hampton VA., Jefferson County CO., the State of Kansas, North Carolina, Washington state, and many others are breaking down silos, collaborating across program and agency boundaries, building networks with service delivery partners, reaching out to community organizations to design and deliver completely new human services solutions — and realizing new levels of outcomes that strengthen individuals, families and communities.

Leaders who pursue the transformational journey are looking upon the challenge with optimism. As their organization progresses, they realize greater efficiency, effectiveness and capacity to deliver the future of human services. It is these leaders and organizations that will set the bar for future performance. Will you be one of them? Will you think anew and act anew?

“If we don’t see the hope, how can we get our families to see that there’s a better life for themselves?”

David Berns,
Director, District of Columbia Government - Department of Human Services, Washington, DC
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